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Charity is the virtue found most frequently on choir stalls. The
reason is simple. One of the favorite bestiary tales, concerning the
pelican, represents the Charity of Christ, and the pelican is the
animal most frequently depicted on choir stalls.
According to the tale, the father pelican fed and cared for his
nestlings. However, when they were grown and strong the young
ones turned on their father and struck him. In a fit of anger he killed
hisfledglingsby twisting their necks! Three days later he returned
to the nest, pecked his breast until the blood ran, and resuscitated
his young by nourishing them with his blood.
The misericord sculptor almost always shows us the scene where
the pelican, standing on the nest, pecks his breast and feeds his
young: This pelican appears more female than male, with her wings
around the fledglings.

Lavenham (Suffolk)

Pelican on Nest
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Tliefledglingsof the Bestiary are depicted as new-borns waiting to
be fed by their parent. Sometimes there are three of them and other
times as many as six, but they are never mature and wise as
described in the Bestiaries.

Pelican with fledglings

(London) St Katherine

The nest is usually depicted as woven and of fibrous material.
Only at the cathedral of Lincoln is the entire story depicted. In the
right supporter the father twists the necks of the young ones; in the
left supporter the pelican grooms its feathers. The central scene
shows the father returning and resurrecting his young.
On another misericord in Great Britain the father resurrects his
young in the center while birds of prey occupy the two supporters.
Here, perhaps, we see two sides of the coin, the saviour and the
destroyer. On another British misericord a parchment below the
pelican reads "In omni opera momento finis".
Of over sixty pelicans carved on misericords more than forty appear
on misericords in Great Britain, with only a scattering in five other
countries in Europe: Belgium, Cantons of Helvetia, Spain, Germany
and the Netherlands.
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Pelican Feeds Young

Ripon (Yorkshire)

A few other representations of Charity show the virtuous giving to
the poor. On one unusual image in the Rhineland, Charity walks
hand in hand with wrath, perhaps keeping Mm in line.

Charity and Wrath

Steinfeld (Rhineland)
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Other virtues are scarcely found on misericords, for their placement,
under the rumps of the monks, made it possible for the virtuous
monk to crush the image under his seat. Only devils were entitled
to crush the virtues, certainly not the monks. However, Charity,
perhaps the most esteemed virtue in the monastic community, even
found its way to misericords.

The Act of Charity
National Museum of the Middle Ages (Paris)

Coronation of Mary

Kalkar (Rhineland)
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